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Studio101 is a fully equipped, charming studio space, available for hire. 
 Whatever your project, our mission is to ensure that everything will work out perfectly.


Studios for hire:

White studio 1, Black studio 2, Lounge, Salon/make-up area and garden/arches

Hire Rates: £50/hr
Additional studios £10/hr
Additional people after 6 £5/person

Weekends extra £10/booking


Photography Packages

Maternity Photoshoot
  
Pre/Post Wedding photoshoot 3hr

Pre/Post Wedding photoshoot 5hr

Wedding photography at venue

Photography Workshop
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Extras




Extra people (above 6 ppl)
£5/person




Extra time (per hr)
£50









    
COLORAMA PAPER
 





These colorama background paper colours can be booked and paid for when booking or on the day

£5
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Colorama Colours:


These addition colorama backing paper can be ordered if we do not have them in stock.


[image: ]  carnation
[image: ]  spruce green
[image: ]  leaf
[image: ]  sea blue
[image: ]  larkspur
[image: ]  aqua
[image: ]  sky blue
[image: ]  lobelia
[image: ]  forget me not
[image: ]  lagoon
[image: ]  china blue
[image: ]  apple green
[image: ]  chroma green
[image: ]  summer green
[image: ]  rose pink
[image: ]  damson
[image: ]  mandarin
[image: ]  cherry
[image: ]  crimson
[image: ]  copper
[image: ]  sunflower
[image: ]  buttercup
[image: ]  maize
[image: ]  dandelion
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[image: ]  chromablue
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[image: ]  silver birch
[image: ]  platinum
[image: ]  charcoal
[image: ]  peat brown
[image: ]  cardamon
[image: ]  coffee
[image: ]  oxford blue
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[image: ]  royal purple
[image: ]  arctic white
[image: ]  polar white
[image: ]  marble
[image: ]  oyster
[image: ]  chardonnay
[image: ]  cappuccino
[image: ]  barley
[image: ]  black
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LED 30W 5500K (600x50mm)
£10
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Tungsten Video Light 150 / 300 / 650 /2000W
£10
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Redhead Continuous Light 650 W 
 £10

[image: Redhead_Continuous_Light] 


LED Redhead Dimmable 650W Continuous Spotlight Studio Light Stand Gels Kit UK
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LED Redhead Dimmable 650W Continuous Spotlight Studio Light Stand Gels Kit UK

[image: redhead_continuous_light]





 










Blue Continuous Light
£10
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Stage Light
£10
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  Video lamp, 60cm softbox
£10
UV light
£10
  
  

 






SPECIAL LIGHTS



  
Wildzap Strobe 1500 Watt
£10 
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This wildzap strobe has a dimmer switch and speed switch on the top. There are also 10v input and output jacks for synchronising with other wildzap strobes. 

[image: Wildzap_Strobe_1500_Watt]
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Beamz Stroboscope 150 Watt
£10 




[image: Beamz Stroboscope 150 Watt] more 
 





This beamz stroboscope has a speed and sensitivity control on the back. Also a slider switch to select In sound mode the flash synchronises with the ambient sound and music. 

[image: Beamz Stroboscope 150 Watt]











  
PRO Party Strobe
£10 
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Wonsung LED Magic Ball, 18W / disco ball
£10





  
Led to LED Colourful Disco Lights
£10





OTHER EQUIPMENT



  


Smoke Machine
 £10
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Camera (Canon 6D) - needs to be pre-booked
 £100
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RODE Wireless / On camera mic / other mics 
£10

[image: RODE On-camera mic / other mics]
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 Laptop 
£10
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Projector Soggiv GP70
 
LED 1200lumens, 150 inch, Full HD
 
£10

[image: projector]
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Projector Type: LED Projector | Chipset: LED
Maximum Projection Distance: 18 ft
Lamp Life: 30000 hrs
Resolution: Native Resolution:800 x 480:: Max Resolution:1920 x 1080P pixels
Aspect Ratio: 4:3/16:9
Maximum Brightness: 1200 lm
HDMI Ports: 2
Number of VGA In:1


[image: projector]









 Tripods
 £10

[image: Valbon DF61 tripod]
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Manfrotto Video Tripod
 £30

[image: manfrottovideotripod]
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Tripod and Boom (For product shoots)
 £10
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Hohem iSteady Mobile Smartphone Gimbal iPhone Android Stabilizer
 £10

[image: hohem_gimbal_stabilizer]
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Equipment & Props:



Studio Flash System










Flash lighting setup with 3 receivers or 1 receiver and optical slave





[image: Godox 433Hz DM-16 Trigger Studio Flash System]
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3 x Elinchrom Studio Flash Lights with Softboxes in each studio
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Godox 433Hz DM-16 Trigger Studio Flash System
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 3 x Continuous ceiling lights in each studio





Elinchrom Beauty Dish
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1 x Elinchrom Snoot with Honeycomb Grid






1 x Elinchrom Silver Umbrella
 




1 x Elinchrom Translucent Umbrella





5 x Grids for Softboxes





1 x Selens 80cm Gold + Silver + White + Black Reflector/Deflector







[image: Reflector ] 
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Colorama Backgrounds: White + Black and Manfrotto support system

How to change back drop / expand clamp


[image: colorama_backing_paper_black_or_white.jpg]
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Poly Boards: White + Black with Stands
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3 x Wireless trigger





 


Wind Machines (floor or on stand)
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15 x Photographic Gels: red, blue, green, yellow, purple, pink. Various sizes and densities
 

[image: gels blue red] 
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2 x Manfrotto Background Support System in each studio
 
3 x C-stands
 


stand[image: Cstand]
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Built-in Sound System with Speakers (bluetooth) in each studio


 


Sound Speaker/Lights bluetooth USB MP3 Jack source in black studio
 

[image: Sound Speaker/Lights bluetooth USB MP3 Jack source in black studio] 
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There are power and light on/off switches on the back of the bluetooth speaker that can be operated by putting your hand up in the corner of the room behind the speaker. 





[image: gels blue red yellow orange]
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Built-in Sound System Speakers bluetooth jack source in white studio
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LiGE Speaker


 


Sound Speaker/Lights bluetooth USB MP3 Jack source in black studio
 

[image: LiGE-AJ15DK Speaker front] 
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There are power and light on/off switches on the back of this auxiliary / bluetooth speaker that can be operated behind the speaker. 


This speaker can play music direct bluetooth from mobile or other bluetooth device or over the lige studio sound system using the M8 bluetooth input and auxiliary or line inputs on the black and white studio speakers. 






[image: LiGE-AJ15DK Speaker front]
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Extended Sound System with Speakers across all Studios and Garden


 


Sound Speaker/Lights bluetooth USB MP3 Jack source in black studio
 

[image: m8 speaker leaflet] 
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There are power and light on/off switches on the back of this auxiliary / bluetooth speaker that can be operated behind the speaker. 


This speaker can play music direct bluetooth from mobile or other bluetooth device or over the extended studio sound system using the M8 bluetooth input and auxiliary or line inputs on the black and white studio speakers. 
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1 x Antiseptic Station

 
 
Other included in the hire price:
 
 
Make-up & Hair areas, kitchenette, bathroom, lounge area, backyard, Spiral stairs

Infinity Cove  wall in Studio 1 (White Studio)

Mirror



Manikin
[image: manikin] 
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Black Manikin Male + Female
[image: blackmanikin] 
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Green Chair
[image: greenchair] 
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Black Sofa
[image: blacksofa] 
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Clothes Rails
 


Bamboo_background
[image: bamboo_background] 
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Foldable changing area


8 x Folding Chairs
[image: folding chairs] 
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Folding Table
[image: folding table] 
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2x Antique Chairs


 


White and Blue Antique Chairs of french polished wooden contruction with padded seat and back.
 

[image: White Antique Chair] 
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1x Armchair

Plants

Ladder

Garden: brick walls, plants, table and chairs

 
 
120cm Umbrella Flash

Octagon Softbox 95cm Octagon Softbox Manfrotto Triple Hooks on wall



 












	


Make-Up Artists






Sophie MUA Brighton 07922 246440 


Shanice (MUA + Hairstylist) Beat By Barbie Dreams 07943 512821 

Nuria Gisbert MUA 07905 826119 


Vivien Vivss@live.co.uk 07825 54647 MUA instagram







Ewelina Skowronek Makeupartist 07703 730455 instagram






Khatiga Kaker Hair and Makeupartist Greenwich 07949 944693 £100/day  view web
instagram  


Hamila MUA Arabic studio help £10/hr 07925 745980 h.lafe@hotmail.com   email 




Lily Kemp MUA £50/hr +44 7703 614581 
instagram  




















Photographers





Nicola: £80-110/hr edits: 5 included view work

Mecca: £120-£140/hr edits: 5 included view work

Jaye: £120-£150/hr edits: 5 included view work

Jos: £120-£150/hr edits: 5 included view work

Fireshone: £145-160/hr edits: £5 each view work

Austeja: £85-100/hr edits: 5-30 included view work

Stafi: £80-110/hr view work

Leonie: £180-220/hr edits: £15 each view work

Poppy: £80-100/hr view work

James: £75-£100/hr edits: 10-35 included view work

Jelani: £75/hr edits: 10-35 included view work

Charlie: £100/hr edits: 5 included then £10/photo view work

Fanny: £75-£100/hr edits: 10-35 included view work

Wen-en: £70-120/hr edits: 5 included view work 
wen-enkhoo.com




 Photographers at Studio101 PDF










Videographers


Marcello video man and studio assistance thisstudioprod.com 07933 962258
view work

Jelani Gittens 07518290170  Montreal, Canada freelance photographer sirjayallen.com
view work

Mazin video, Voice and production
view work


Nicola: £80-110/hr edits: 5 included view work

William: £120-£140/hr edits: 5 included view work

Jos: £120-£150/hr edits: 5 included view work


Austeja: £85-100/hr edits: 5-30 included view work

Stafi: £80-110/hr view work


James: £75-£100/hr edits: 10-35 included view work








Musicians




[image: The Parasocials]


Band: The Parasocials

Bio: 4-Piece band playing Indie-Rock, Jazz, Blues and Funk Fusion music

Contact: theparasocials@gmail.com view work







Dancers


👑 Princess K 👑
Public figure
12 yr old Award Winning
Dancer
Actress Model
Singer
Confidence Advocate
Content Creator Uk📌
page is monitored by a Parent sabrinahunte77@gmail.com  view work

Mira Jebari Tagvenue 31st MAY
+44 7961 781165 
 view work









 



Photography at Studio101






 Photography 














  Production Services


 Production Services 
 



















Studio Floor Plan
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Studio Sizes
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White Studio 1 with Cove or Colorama paper 4x7m



Black Studio 2 with any colour Colorama Background 4x4m
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[image: lounge_and_black_studio 7x7m]

Lounge refurbish panel wall 7x7m


Lounge and black studio 7x7m
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Studio Garden Bench Table and Chairs 12x8m


Studio Resolution Way Door
 










  

 
  



    This video starts in the makeup area then walks through the lounge past studio 2 along the corridor and into studio 1 and Romaine dances in front of the white cove. The lights are set low giving a blue and an orange shadow.

  


  

  


Dirty Girl by Shunaji shot in white studio 1 and black studio 2




  

  



Tilda Allie in Black Studio with yellow backing paper. Lyrics & Music: Tilda Allie, Federico De Vittor
Piano: Federico De Vittor
Vocals: Tilda Allie
Video: Robyn Salt
Director: Tilda Allie, Robyn Salt 
Audio Recording / Styling: Toby Corton
Mixing & Mastering: Josh Grizz
Special Thanks to Fanny Beckman & Cleo Saava 






    

    

    Sorry, your browser doesn't support embedded videos.
				



 
Moves by Mira shot in corridor and white studio 1 then in the black studio and in the garden
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 full video on instagram 











Parking






We have 2 parking permits for the white lines bays in Resolution Way

There is additional parking in 2 blocks away in Franham Street. This is £1.60 per hour.
 

Pay using the RingGo App.








Gate
				




Resolution Way East Gate Code and turn knob left




    

    

    Sorry, your browser doesn't support embedded videos.
				









	


Technical Tips
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FIVE portrait lighting setups - in studio and on location with
 John Gress
 
More technical 
 help.
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1 Resolution Way, Deptford, London SE8 4NT | 
+44 (0) 7725 464442 |
 info@studio101.london
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